Supporting Sport to

Build Back BETTER
FOR Women & Girls
Impact Report 2020–2021

Transformative & inclusive leadership
is critical to the future of sport.
2020 was a year that none of us could have expected. We acknowledge the profound
impact COVID-19 had on sport and society, an impact that will be felt for years to
come. We know that COVID-19 impacted women and girls disproportionately, which
may threaten gender equity advancements achieved in recent years.
2020 was also a year that challenged the status quo. Social justice movements calling
for the protections and equality of Black, Asian and Indigenous lives were reflected
within the sporting community, challenging us to further educate, reflect, and evaluate
what equity truly means. Canadian Women & Sport’s vision is to achieve equity for
all girls and women, within and through sport. The goals of the anti-racist and gender
equity movements are linked and, in many ways, cannot be achieved separately.
See our commitment to anti-racism.
In this report, we focus on the work we’ve been doing through COVID-19 and how
we’re continuing our mission to create a gender equitable sport system to support
women and girls and all their intersecting identities.
We remain committed to the belief that sport is made better through gender equity.
And so, we look forward to continuing to work with organizations to build better
sport and to achieving the Government of Canada’s vision of gender equity at all
levels of sport by 2035.

Allison Sandmeyer Graves
CEO

Tanya Mruck
Board Chair
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Our theory of change focuses on three pillars
to confront gender equity challenges in sport:
1

2

3

We work with sport
organizations and
sport leaders to create
safe, welcoming and
supportive environments
to keep more girls in
sport.

We work with sport
organization boards and
management to create
supportive environments
that intentionally include
and increase women’s
leadership in sport.

We work with decisionmakers such as
government, media,
corporate partners, and
other influencers, to
create more equitable
policies, practices,
funding, and narratives
to influence the
landscape.

We aspire to achieve equity for women in society through the power of sport.
Learn more about us and our theory of change in our Strategic Plan.
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Many organizations & individuals saw the
pandemic as an opportunity TO focus on gender
equity & collaborate with us.
Canadian Women & Sport adapted to the new virtual landscape to meet increased demand for
effective and engaging programming.

Building Capacity
146 workshops, custom sessions
and events (an increase of 52%)
were run to accommodate the increased
demand for gender equity learning.
14 organizations completed the
Gender Equity Playbook program.
761 users accessed the Gender Equity
LENS e-learning module.

Building Champions
Over 4100 sport leaders
(an increase of 36%)
engaged in virtual workshops, events, and
webinars. Joint events with like minded
organizations such as Shes4Sports,
viaSport, SaskSport and Sport Nova Scotia.
Over 200 million media impressions
earned through cumulative initiatives.

227 users accessed our Same Game
online toolkit.
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Building Capacity for Change
Canadian Women & Sport helped sport organizations to build the skills and
knowledge they need to address gender inequities in sport through custom engagements,
workshops, webinars, and resources.
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Change starts from within. So, what impact did our
programming have on sport leaders & organizations?

99%

of survey respondents reported they felt confident to implement
new ideas gained through sessions for equitable change.

99%

of survey respondents reported that they can see how
gender equity should be a strategic priority in the sector.

98%

of survey respondents reported that they are willing
to promote lessons learned through sessions.

98%

of survey respondents reported that they will recommend
our sessions and services to staff/colleagues.

30%

of respondents identified as men compared to 13% in the last
fiscal year*.

* Allyship and advocacy are important aspects of gender equity. This data demonstrates that more allies are
coming to the table to support women and girls in sport.
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The WISE Fund supported 45 organizations in
expanding quality sport opportunities for
girls & women.

Photo credit: Denise Militzer
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In recognition of the significant impact of the
COVID-19 pandemic on women and girls in sport,
we awarded more $2500 grants to organizations
than ever before.
This year’s WISE Fund included:
A record number of 404 applications
(a 58% increase from last year).
Recipients from 11 provinces &
territories from grassroots to
national sport levels.

60%

60% of grant recipients
are organizations led by
or directly serving Black,
Indigenous, or people of colour,
LGBTQI2S+ people, deaf people,
or people with disabilities.

We would like to thank Sport
Canada for funding this program.
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Stories from WISE Fund recipients:

“

One of our goals is to increase opportunities for women to advance in sport leadership
by retaining and investing in women coaches and women of colour navigating the
coach experience. This grant is important to our organizations because it highlights
the importance of supporting women and providing opportunities for growth and
development that are not always present or accessible.”
- Shanice Marcelle, Assistant Coach, York University Women’s Volleyball.

“

We are so excited to be able to use this grant to engage the women and gender nonconforming people currently playing quidditch in Canada to grow as leaders, and to create
barrier-free opportunities for new women, trans people and gender non-conforming people
to engage in our sport.”
- Yara Kodershah, Executive Director, Quidditch Canada

Learn how the WISE Fund can support your organization and stay tuned for our
2022 application process opening in October, 2021.
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The Same Game Online Toolkit
helped 227 users build gender
equity initiatives that address core
organization priorities.

Photo credit: Denise Militzer
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Same Game provides the skills & confidence
needed for meaningful organizational change
that keeps girls in sport.
From prior research, we found that organizations:
Struggle to understand their
gender equity gaps and to identify the
root causes, particularly structural aspects

Lack clarity and confidence in
what to prioritize and what steps to
take to create real change

Same Game helps by providing a systematic process for embedding gender equity into organizations
– from creating your vision, to implementing initiatives, to reflecting and revising what you’ve done,
and all the steps in between. Same Game is free, evidence-based and a model that builds upon itself
to maintain the connections needed for organizational change.

Learn more about Same Game and what it can do for your organization.

Same Game was developed by Canadian Women & Sport with support from Women and Gender Equality Canada. We developed Same Game and
piloted the process with 17 local soccer and basketball clubs in Ontario. Same Game would not be possible without our partners: Ontario Soccer
Association, Ontario Basketball Association and Brock University’s Faculty of Applied Health Sciences (Sport Management).
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In Alberta, we are coaching 10 organizations
through the Same Game Challenge.
Most importantly, these partnerships show that Same
Game works to help solve the capacity challenges
within sport organizations.

96%

of participants believe that the information
and skills gained are valuable for their work.

90%

of participants feel they have learned new
information about gender equity that they
can apply to improve their organization.

This challenge has provided sport organizations with
coaching and mentorship opportunities that provides
guidance and advice for embedding gender equity into
their organizational strategies, process, and programs.

This challenge has been made possible
with funding from Makadiff Sports.
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Hear from our Same Game partners:

“

Being involved in the Same Game Challenge has been a tremendous experience for
our club as we embark on a journey to promote diversity and inclusion. Through the
Same Game Challenge, our organization has been given the resources, support and
guidance to implement meaningful change at our club. There is power in community and
collaboration which is an invaluable opportunity the Same Game Challenge has given us
as we network and share best practices with our Alberta sports community.”
- Raine Paul, Head Coach Edmonton Tsunami Water Polo Club

“

Same Game has given Caltaf Athletic Association the tools and support to focus on and
improve gender equity in our organization. The Same Game Toolkit has been invaluable in
providing a road map to success and the support has given us a safe space to learn and
grow. This has been a fabulous process and has already created sustainable change in
our organization.”
- Paula Mackenzie, Executive Director CALTAF
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Participants of the Gender Equity LENS
e-learning are empowered to drive
change with a practical model to make
decisions with gender considerations.
Photo credit: Denise Militzer
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The first step in any change is a common
understanding of important concepts & tools.
761 users have accessed our
Gender Equity LENS e-learning module.

Almost 100% of participants understood
how gender equity can be a strategic priority.

Participants have a better understanding
when it comes to applying a gender equity lens to their work.
Below is a sample of what some users stated they would do as a result of what they learned:
» » Use LENS tools to frame enhancements in our organization
» » Apply the Gender Equity LENS approach to our governance structure
» » Seek different perspectives in decision making
» » Plan for diversity in materials and seek a review process with a diverse panel
» » Review employee handbook and job adverts

Register now to take the training for yourself or contact us to purchase a set
of access codes for your organization.
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Gender Equity Playbook has supported
over 50 people from 14 organizations
to build better gender equity within
their sport.
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Organizations are looking inward to make change
first before embarking on external strategies.
Launched last year, Canadian Women & Sport provides hands-on Assessment and Action Planning for
organizations to embrace intersectional gender equity as a strategic driver for their organizations.

After completing the Playbook process…

95%
OVER

of Playbook participants learned
new information about gender equity
and diversity as a result of the
Playbook process.

50%

learned specific skills about gender
equity and diversity that they can apply.

97%

will promote the Gender Equity Playbook
among staff, members and partners.

Six months post-Playbook, all participants
reported they (personally) were highly
committed (or continuing to grow) to:
» » gender equity in sport and physical activity

as a priority

» » promoting the advancement of women in

sport and physical activity

» » the retention of girls in sport and physical

activity

We are grateful to Sport Canada for their financial
support and the Ryerson Diversity Institute for
their research work on the Gender Equity Playbook.
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Action planning testimonials...

“

Using this tool brought to light where
you really are in your gender equity
work. We thought we had a national
women’s team, 50% women in the
office, mechanisms for dealing with
harassment, but at the end of the day
we aren’t equitable because as we
dug deep with this assessment tool,
we found we were just skimming the
surface. It’s helped us to know that we
need to go a lot deeper with our work.”

a lot of courage to do
“ Itthistakes
[gender equity work], it’s

not a comfortable process but
the Playbook breaks it down
into pieces so we can eat this
elephant one bite at a time.”
- Consuelo Zayas
Chief Financial Officer, Alpine Canada

- June Sterling
Project Coordinator, Baseball Canada

Learn how The Gender Equity Playbook can help strengthen your organization
to make more equitable decisions.
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Building Connections & Champions
Building strong networks and
sharing best practices between
organizations and sectors
are crucial to our collective
success in equity projects.
Our programs and events
connect people and help them
imagine what’s possible when
gender equity works. When
our allies and champions are
confident speaking up and
taking action, we can create
change beyond what we could
accomplish on our own.
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The She’s Got it All campaign pushes individuals
& organizations to empathize with girls’
experiences in sport.
This national awareness campaign challenges organizations to consider the lived experiences women
and girls face while participating in sport. The campaign provides suggestions for key influencers
such as coaches, parents/guardians, sport organizations, allies, corporations and media to better
support women and girls in sport.
Over 25 organizations and governing
bodies have taken part in the initiative.
The campaign has seen over 2.2 million
impressions on our social channels.

A dedicated online portal with suggested
actions to drive change is available at
https://yourrole.womenandsport.ca.
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We #ChooseToChallenge
inequity on International Women’s Day
International Women’s Day 2021 was HUGE.

We worked with our partners at
Sport Nova Scotia, viaSport and
SaskSport to deliver a special
#ChooseToChallenge virtual
event to over 150 sports leaders.

We also partnered with
She’s4Sports to deliver a
virtual panel to discuss how
leaders in sport are using
their voices and advocacy to
drive equity and inclusion and
to challenge inequity in the
current sport landscape.

Read how sport leaders across

Canada are envisioning an
equitable return to sport.
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years #ChooseToChallenge theme resonated with us as
“ This
members of a number of diverse equity groups. Providing

platforms for meaningful discussion and learning is something
we feel passionately about and are excited to see the learning,
growth and equity continue.”
- Kia Schollar, Provincial Sport Consultant, SaskSport
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The Rally Report is generating
conversation on how to do better.
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Since its release, The Rally Report has become a much-referenced study by government, media,
companies, sports, providing an updated picture of women and girls participation in sport. When faced
with the statistics that 1 in 3 girls drop out of sport in adolescence versus just 1 in 10 boys, the public
wanted to hear about the insights of the data and the recommendations on how to change this statistic.

The Result?
180 million cumulative media reach.
374 unique media impressions.
An ad equivalency value of $1.7 million.

Our CEO was featured on top news &
sports platforms: CBC Radio, CJOB
Winnipeg, News Talk 1010, Global Radio,
TSN and Canada Talks.
Canadian Press report was picked up
across 80+ media outlets including
Globe and Mail, CTV News, TSN, Sportsnet,
680 News and Yahoo Sports.

The Rally Report, produced in partnership with Canadian
Tire Jumpstart Charities and with research completed by IMI
International, explores current Canadian trends in sport participation
with a specific focus on the target groups of girls ages 6–18.
Find more research and recommendations in the report.
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The report illustrated how ethnicity, ability
& sexual orientation combine with gender
to create additional & unique obstacles to
participation in sport.
Girls self-identifying as Indigenous
reported the lowest participation at 24%.
Adult women who reported a
disability were less involved in sport
(13% versus 20% able-bodied).

Approximately 32-34% of age 1323 girls self-identifying as Asian,
White, and South Asian ethnicities
reported sport participation,
compared to 45% of Black girls.
Indigenous girls reported the
lowest participation at 24%.

But, the report was also limited in the conclusions it could draw due to insufficient data. There is
more work to do. These participation-level findings are important first step to move forward the
agenda on gender equity and inclusion in girls and women sport.
The report also established an important baseline on the status of women and girls’ participation in
sport before the COVID-19 pandemic. This will serve as a strong indicator of how well the Canadian
sport system builds back sport for women and girls post-COVID-19.
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Here’s what Canadian Women & Sport has been
working on to create better sport for all:
» » Read our Commitment to Anti-Racism and stay tuned for

our Equity and Inclusion Strategy and Implementation Plan,
and Anti-Black Racism Action Plan.

» » Read our statement on the opposition to the World Rugby Ban

of Trans Women.

» » Read how we’ve called on WADA to Revise New 2021 World

Anti-Doping Code that poses potential harm to transgender
and intersex athletes.

» » Listen to our We Are Sport digital series that focuses

on sports issues directly related to the lived experiences of
BIPOC, LGBTQi2S+ women and girls in sport.

» » Listen to our interview series with She’s4Sports to catch the

journey of inspirational women leaders from different corners
of the sports world including a sports apparel designer,
broadcaster, Olympic bobsledder, nutritionist and Canada’s
first female boxing ring announcer.

» » Download our resource on Engaging Newcomer Girls

& Women: Physical Activity & Sport Handbook.
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What’s next for Canadian Women & Sport?
Through our Strategic Plan for 2021-2024, we will focus on three priority
areas for our work:
1. Continue our deep gender equity work with sport organizations through programs such as

Same Game, The Gender Equity Playbook and Game On.

2. Continue to foster ongoing relationships with stakeholders and expand the number of active

relationships we have across all levels of sport and physical activity.

3. Modernize our model by streamlining our core operations and programs for greater efficiency.

We will continue to apply an intersectional gender equity lens on our work
to ensure that sport achieves gender equity for all girls and women by:
» » Completing our Equity and Inclusion Strategy and Implementation Plan as well as a specific

Anti-Black Racism Action Plan.

» » Developing new resources on creating safe sport spaces for trans and nonbinary athletes.
» » Share the diverse stories and lived sport experiences of under-represented women and girls in sport.
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Thank you to our partners for their support.
Together, we’re collaborating on building effective solutions that respond
to pressing needs in the Canadian sport sector.

Visit our website for a full list of our partners.
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Ready to help build a gender equitable future
for sport and for Canada?
Acknowledge

Complete a gender equity self-assessment.

Act

Take our Gender Equity Lens e-learning
or complete the Same Game toolkit.

Advocate

Encourage your network to
engage in gender equity initiatives.

Where to find us:
@womenandsportCA
@womenandsportCA
@womenandsportCA

Subscribe to our Newsletter
www.womenandsport.ca
info@womenandsport.ca
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